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About the Event...
„Prayag‟ is a name of a place based

near Allahabad. It carries a sacred
significance as it is a meeting point
of two most important and pious
rivers of India. Naming the alumni
meet as Prayag, was an outcome of
its significance as this event also
witnessed meeting of two substantial bodies of the institute i.e.
Alumni and Final year students
who are going to graduate in 2015.

Alumni Speak…

which they reflected by sharing their
invaluable experience of post graduation life. They wished the students for all success during their job
search. Out of 80 registered students,
Many students participated in the
event.

“Students should focus
on skill development
rather than concentrating
much on academic results...”
“Before applying for job,
industry demands shall
be anticipated...”

Final year students posed some relevant
questions and requested the alumni to
answer them. Our honorable principal
madam shared her words of wisdom
It aimed at providing a platform to and focused on the aim of the event by
the final year students to take the her valuable speech.
advantage of the experience of the This forum will act as a great resource
alumni who passed out previous to the budding engineers to get an inyear and can also learn the various sight over the experience of working
facets of working in an industry.
for the companies. The institute shall

“The market is really
tough for those who are
incompetent…”
“There should be an emphasis on understanding
the basics of the subject
and then an approach
should be made to understand the advanced
developments.”

It was a mesmerizing experience to always be indebted to the alumni stusee the warmth of the alumni
dents for accepting this invite with

Glimpses of the Event...

“Industries are transforming and they demand for skills related to
new technologies.”
“Perseverance and right
mindest is required to
search for right job”
“Students who wish to
study further should
make a wise decision
over selecting the institute.”

Content of
Registration Kit…

Students sharing their experiences

Student Participation...
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electronics and Communication
Computer Engineering
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